Abstract-Parallel parsing is one of the key technologies of parallel system. Grammatical character affects the efficiency of parallel parsing and degree of difficulty of implement. Existing methods have problems as follows: Parallelism of grammar that adapt different data object is difference, if there is a large difference between considering attribute and analysis object structure, then affect efficiency. Specific grammar parallel parsing is systematically studied. Scanning parallel parsing methods from the new angle of sequence span after word lattice distortion. Considering sequence span attribute between some specific grammars makes parsing without changing structure and data of CYK table based on the structure of word lattice CYK initialization table; In passing item of the form [i , j , B η·] in parallel parsing item table memory structure in circle structure is adopted chain breaking technology; When indexed optimize analysis, the key algorithms of increasing the feasibility and validity of sequence span attribute、reusing parsing tree、calculating of d space function and node separating are further studied, then unification and optimize effect between analysis table middle structure and data object structure is reached. New algorithm and implement strategy of parallel parsing of specific grammar is proposed.
Parallel parsing is one of the key technologies of parallel system, but grammatical character and description directly affects the efficiency of parallel parsing and degree of difficulty of implement. Further study on the aspect is help to renovate method and improve technology of parallel parsing. Scanning parallel parsing methods from considering the new angle of sequence span attribute of grammar, especially paying attention on the process of parallel parsing of specific grammar. Constructing middle structure similar with analysis object, then reaching form unification is propitious to the purpose of optimize and improving efficiency. There are theory and practice meaning about the analysis method for improved parallel parsing.
Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
Parallel parsing technology is key technology of Parallel Compilation [1] . The processing of large log data files arising in "problem determination" in today's IT computing environments. An approach that uses Grid services to efficiently parallelize the IBM's Generic Log Adapter (GLA) is proposed. GLA is a generic parsing engine shipped with the IBM's Autonomic Computing Toolkit that has been conceived to convert proprietary log data into a standard log data event-based format in real time. However, in order to provide generic support for parsing the majority of today's unstructured log data formats the GLA makes heavy use of regular expressions that incur in performance limitations. Until now all the approaches that have been proposed to increase GLA's performance have revolved around fine-tuning the set of regular expressions used to configure the GLA for a particular log data format or writing specific parsing code. A new approach consisting in transparently parallelizing the GLA by taking advantage of its internal architecture and the fact that structuring log data is a task that lends itself very well to parallelization is proposed. A Master-Worker strategy that uses Grid services to parallelize GLA efficiently and in a completely transparent way for the user is presented [2] [3] . In this paper [4] consider regular grammars with attributes ranging over integers, providing an in-depth complexity analysis. We identify relevant fragments of tractable attribute grammars, where complexity and expressiveness are well balanced. In particular, we study the complexity of the classical problem of deciding whether a string belongs to the language generated by any attribute grammar from a given class (call it ).In this paper [5] [6] [7] [8] propose an approach to quantitative structural information for inferring context free grammars. First, we construct derivative capacity of nonterminal symbols in context free grammar, concomitant indicator and embedded dimensional number of strings in samples set, which are called as quantitative structural information; Then, we rewrite Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm for parsing in the form of the derivative set; Third, we present the construction of new production rule and the descriptive procedure for inferring with an extended CYK algorithm by the quantitative structural information. Finally, we discuss the extended CYK algorithm for inferring context free grammars [9] . Scripting languages such as R and Matlab are widely used in scientific data processing. As the data volume and the complexity of analysis tasks both grow, sequential data processing using these tools often becomes the bottleneck in scientific workflows. We describe pR, a runtime framework for automatic and transparent parallelization of the popular R language used in statistical computing. Recognizing scripting languages' interpreted nature and data analysis codes' use pattern [10] . Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has become a valuable tool in large document production environments like medical dictation. While manual post-processing is still needed for correcting speech recognition errors and for creating documents which adhere to various stylistic and formatting conventions, a large part of the document production process is carried out by the ASR system. In this paper [11] propose a method for automatically reconstructing them from draft speech-recognition transcripts plus the corresponding final medical reports. The main innovative aspect of our method is the combination of two independent knowledge sources: phonetic information for the identification of speech-recognition errors and semantic information for detecting post-editing concerning format and style. Speech recognition results and final reports are first aligned, then properly matched based on semantic and phonetic similarity, and finally categorised and selectively combined into a reconstruction hypothesis. Recently, FPGA chips have emerged as one promising application accelerator to accelerate the CYK algorithm by exploiting a fine-grained custom design. In this paper [12] propose a systolic-like array structure including one master PE and multiple slave PEs for the fine-grained hardware implementation on FPGA to accelerate the CYK/inside algorithm with Query-Dependent Banding (QDB) heuristics.
Above all, parallel parsing of specific grammar has not reached applied demand. Such as speech recognition 、 text(Scripting) recording including that there is a large improvement space on parallel system design. A number of theory problems worth discussing.
Study scheme of the paper as figure 1 : Recording the information which accord with the demand or reach certain degree of nearness, and constructing middle structure, designing parallel optimize parsing algorithm.
Ⅱ. THE CONVERSION FROM COMMON GRAMMAR TO CHOMSKY NORMAL FORM GRAMMAR For common non-chomsky normal form grammar, namely right side of each production (or rule) is consisted of more than two non-terminals or terminals mingled with non-terminals, which is carried through parsing and recognition by conversion from common grammar to Chomsky normal form grammar. The purpose of conversion is that parallel parsing and recognition method apply to common grammar (include chomsky normal form and non-chomsky normal form).
Common grammar is carried through parallel parsing and recognition, first conversed from non-Chomsky normal form grammar to Chomsky normal form grammar, then carried on parallel parsing and recognition, for example: non-Chomsky normal form grammar, the rule is S ABC and S A+C, it can be conversed to Chomsky normal form grammar, it become the condition that right side of each production (or rule) is consisted of two non-terminals or one terminal, conversion method accord to the type of right symbolic of production, there is two conversion pattern, the one is:
For right side of production (or rule) is consisted of terminals mingled with non-terminals, namely, conversion rule is : Then, the rule is rewritten as follow:
In this way, it can be conversed to the first case, then it is conversed according to the first conversion method, finally, obtained grammar is Chomsky normal form, also the form is equivalent to primary form. So it can be conversed from non-Chomsky normal form grammar to Chomsky normal form grammar through rewriting grammar.
Ⅲ. BUILDING MODEL STRUCTURE
An example implemented by word-lattice is given in graph 1 [9] . Starting at the most left node in word-lattice, ending at the most right node in word-lattice, and each path corresponding to a recognizable sentence. These sentences conform with syntax rules. Figure 2 is produced in the case of the same path depth.
When dealing with word-lattice, the distinctness with original presented CYK-algorithm (view Graph 1)is not only that N(i,1) has set initial value in the step of initialization but also that N(i, j) which word-lattice form showed out with word may present in any position of CYK-table(view Graph 3).
In order to illustrate this, considering the example of word-lattice conversion given in graph 1, including six sentences between them "a a First it is regulation to increase node depth according to lattice nodes. The regulation is that the node corresponding to related time sequence t1, t2 …, in the case of the lattices produced by speech recognition machine（view figure 3）. New representation form of word-lattice is projected to CYK- table, in table 1 
Ⅳ. ALGORITHM DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION

A. The basic ideas of algorithm improvement
The design idea of mixed model algorithm is that path corresponding to each sentence is separated from word-lattice syntax graph, each element of the separated graph sentences is found the corresponding position in CYK-table, the positions are not in the same layer, so the first step is to put the positions to the bottommost layer, the same as the projection mapping of stereo to planar. The second step is to parse the sentence with the improved CYK-algorithm, the improved CYK-algorithm will applying the span sum between word-lattice nodes, so that no offset position can occur in CYK-table and the parsing proceeds successfully, finally, if S∈N（1,n）, it means that the sentence can be recognized, otherwise, not.
B. Improved algorithm
The algorithm is as follows: The first step: m is the decreased number of the nodes of word-lattice graph to one, n is the decreased number of the nodes of word-lattice graph to one, putting the table content to the bottommost layer of the table, and the corresponding row of every position is invariable, and original spans are saved in , which is used to span accumulative in the second step, it is null in the table excepting the bottommost layer. The second step: sentence parsing applying span accumulation.
for j=2 to n do for i=1 to n-j+1 do for k=1 to j-1 do { p=（N 0 -1）+ …. + (N i-1 -1) ,
C. Example analysis
Here only giving the practical analysis steps of the sentence bbaa, other sentences could be analyzed with the same method, here not give the practical analysis.
Getting separated locate graph according to the sentence bbaa, and the analysis is as follows: Table 3 is implemented by the first step of the algorithm, putting the content of table 2 to the bottommost layer of CYK-table, and i correcting is not changed, only j is 1, and putting the content null, where j≠1, and getting N0=1, N1=2, N2=3, N3=2, N4=1, the data is used in step two of the algorithm. Table 4 is got through the second step of the algorithm; the practical steps are as follows: The first step: j=2, i=1, k=1, then p=0, q=1 N（1,2）= N（1,2） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （1,1）,Z N ∈ （3,1）} The expression is not existing in the grammar, so N（1,2）={Φ}； j=2, i=2, k=1, then p=1, q=3 N（3,2）= N（3,2） { X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈
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Building Sequence Span Attribute Model and Example Analysis （3,1）,Z N ∈ （6,1）} There is the expression X->YX in the grammar, so N（3,2）={X}； j=2, i=3, k=1, then p=3, q=4 N（5,2）= N（5,2） { X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （6,1）,Z N ∈ （8,1）} There are the expressions S->XZ,Y->ZX in the grammar, so N（5,2）={S,Y}. The second step: j=3, i=1, k=1, then p=0, q=1 N（1,3）= N（1,3） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （1,1）,Z N ∈ （3,2）} There is the expression X->YX in the grammar, so N（1,3）={X}； j=3, i=1, k=2, then p=0, q=3 N（1,3）= N（1,3） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （1,2）,Z N ∈ （6,1）} There is not the expression in the grammar, so N （1,3）={X} {Φ}={X} ∪ ； j=3, i=2, k=1, then p=1, q=3 N（3,3）= N（3,3） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （3,1）,Z N ∈ （6,2）} There is not the expression in the grammar, so N （3,3）={Φ}； j=3, i=2, k=2, then p=1, q=4 N（3,3）= N（3,3） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （3,2）,Z N ∈ （8,1）} There is the expression S->XZ in the grammar, so N（3,3）={Φ} {S}={S} ∪ . The third step: j=4, i=1, k=1, then p=0, q=1 N（1,4）= N（1,4） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （1,1）,Z N ∈ （3,3）} There is not the expression in the grammar, so N （1,4）={Φ}； j=4, i=1, k=2, then p=0, q=3 N（1,4）= N（1,4） {X ∪ ：X->YZ P ∈ ,Y N ∈ （1,2）,Z N ∈ （6,2）} There is not the expression in the grammar, so N （1,4）={Φ}
There is the expression S->XZ in the grammar, so N（1,4）={Φ} {S}={S} ∪ . The Graph 7 is formed according to the above analysis.
If S is in N（1,4）of table 4, it means that the sentence can be recognized. Ⅴ. CONCLUDING REMAKES The grammar, whose right side of each production (or rule) is consisted of more than two non-terminals or terminals mingled with non-terminals, is equivalently conversed, and the equivalence、adaptability、efficiency and recognition analysis process of grammar after conversation is analyzed. On the condition of not increasing the cost of system, non-chomsky normal form grammar can be recognized and analyzed by algorithm. It is analyzed thoroughly for the generating algorithm about initial CYK-table of word-lattice structure, and CYK-algorithm is improved by the attribute of span of time sequence after word-lattice distortion, a kind of word-lattice parsing algorithm based on improved CYK-algorithm is proposed. Without modified the structure or the data of CYK-table, parsing is proceed with software algorithm design based on initial CYK-table after word-lattice distortion. At last, the algorithm's feasibility, running process and results, which consist with the results of theoretical analysis, are explained through an instance. Making preparations for indexed tree optimize and parallel parsing next step.
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